Introduction

Let q~ be a real-valued, measurable and bounded function on R and let F~L:(R).
Introduce the Fouriertransform/7 of F
P(~) = f~_~ e-ir
and the convolution
*F(x) = q~(x--y)F(y) dy.
Let us consider a Tauberian relation of the form (1.1) [~*F(N)I <--0(x), x _-> Xo where Ox,, In an earlier paper [6] a new method was developed and a new set of conditions on P were introduced in order to derive an estimate of ]q~ (x)[ as x ~ co from (1.1) and a Tauberian condition for ~. As an application such results were proved when l/F(0, (= ~ +iq, is analytic in a strip --~ <~/< ~ around the real axis and the order of magnitude of 1/P in this strip is known.
In the present paper I use the results in [6] and a lemma for analytic functions proved in Section 2 below to obtain corresponding results when 1//7 is analytic in the strip 0<t/<7 only and the order of magnitude of 1/t 7 in this strip is known. In this way some new results are obtained. For instance, Theorem 1 in Section 3 below uses no condition on the derivative of l/P, a condition which is imposed in all earlier theorems of this type (but for the partial result contained in Theorem 1 in [5] ). In Theorems 2 and 3 conditions are imposed also on the derivative of 1//7. Theorem 2 extends earlier results of Ganelius and Frennemo and Theorem 3 deals with the case when the 'remainder' Q(x) in (1.1) is majorized by e -'x for some ~=>~. In 3.3 1 also consider the case when l/P(0, ~ = ~ + iq, is analytic in a domain 0< t/< 7 (4) which tapers off at infinity. Theorems 4 and 5 deal with this case.
The theorems are stated for the Tauberian condition @(x)+Kx/, x>x0, for some positive constant K. It is easy to see that corresponding results for the more general Tauberian condition used in 4.2 in [6] can be obtained in an analogous way.
The estimates obtained in Theorems 4 and 5 are best possible and the same holds true for Theorems 1 3 for a wide range of majorants of 1//r and remainders Q.
All functions are supposed to be measurable. I use the notations M= {f; a, b} : (S~ IS(x)l: dxf and Ilfll, = M:{i; -~, ~}.
A result for analytic functions
Preliminaries
Let ? be a positive, even function on R such that ?(~)\, 4=>0. Let ~=~+ir/ and let D r denote the domain Let W~(X),I, X_-->0 and
Introduce the function
The class all=all(?; Wo, W0 is defined as follows. and letting n-~ ~ we thus obtain 
The function ~o a is analytic on co and hence ~01(~+i6)~q~1(~ ) as 6-*0+, uniformly on (-a, a). The function tp 2 is analytic in the upper half-plane. By using well-known results for the Hilbert transform (see [7] , Theorems 91 and 93) it is easy to see that there is a function ~o2CL~(R) such that q~(~ +i6)~(p2(~), 6~0+, almost everywhere g'(~ + i6) ~q~ (~), g ~0 +, almost everywhere on co and M2 {g'(~ + i6)-cp (4) ; -a, a} ~0, 6---0+, the last result by using Minkowski's inequality. Now g'(~+i6,) converges weakly in L2(co) to g'(~) as n-~oo and hence ~o=g" a.e. on co. Thus the result stated is proved.
A fundamental lemma
The lemma below connects the classes do and M1 with the classes #)3 and ~ introduced in 2.6 in [6] and thus makes it possible to apply the Tauberian theorems in [6] if 1/F belongs to do or Ms.
Lemma. Let gE~o(~; Wo). Then for every X->max (Xo, 2y(0)), there exist functions f=fx and k-k x in L~(R) such that 
These functions are analytic in the domains where they are defined,
(see [7] , Theorems93 and 95 
O<6</L
Hence, by (2.1.6) and (2.2.13)
The function f is analytic in the lower half-plane and the function g--k is analytic in the rectangle --a<r 0<r/<fl. The relation (2.2.15) implies that f can be analytically continued across the interval (-a, a) by g-k. Therefore f is continuous on (-a, a) . The function g has continuous boundary values on (--a, a) by assumption and hence k has continuous boundary values on (-a, a). Since X<a the identity (2.2.1) thus follows from (2.2.12).
To prove (2.2.4) let ~k denote the analytic function which equals f in the lower half-plane and equals g-k in D r. Then
M~{~(~-i6); -a, a} ~_ Ilf(~-i6)ll~, 0 ~_ 6,
and hence, by (2.2.8) and (2.2.14)
The function ~ is analytic in the rectangle [~[<a, ~/]<fl. Therefore, Cauchy's formula and an application of Schwarz' inequality yield "' f~ r lf"'Yr"
Integrating over the interval (-a+fl, a-B) and inverting the order of integration we have
The inner integral can be majorized by 4W~(2X) according to (2.2.16). Since X=a-fi, fl=y(2X) and $--f on the interval (--a, a) this proves (2.2.4).
Let us now prove the results under the assumption gEdl(7; Wo, W1). Choose ~, 1<~<=9/8. According to (2.
Choose X, X>-X1, and introduce fl=7(2X), a=X+fl and the functions u, G, f, K and $ as before. Combining (2.2.3) and (2.2.17) we have
, {]<a, and u vanishes outside (-2X, 2X). Thus (2.2.8) and (2.2.17) yield lu'gll~ <--~x-lw0(2x) <= 2~2w1(2x) and the assumptions for g' imply that Ilug'il2<= Wl(2x). Hence
Now, by an inequality by Carlson and Beurling, Ilalll <--l[ GlI2 II ~'!12, By applying this inequality with G=ug and using (2.2.9) and (2.2.18) we get
which proves (2.2.6).
To prove (2.2.7) we observe that
2'
By using (2.2.18), (2.2.19), the definition of ~ and the assumptions for g" we obtain 
Tauberian theorems
Preliminaries
Let @ be bounded on R and FELl(R). Let us consider a Tauberian relation of the type
where 1/F belongs to the class d0(y; W0) or all(y; W0, W1) introduced in Section 2 and 0 belongs to the class d ~ defined in 3.1 in [6] . This means that 0>0, 0"x and for every e>0 there exist x, and 6, such that
o(x-y) <= (l +e)e(x), x >= x., O <= y <= ~,.
For the sake of simplicity I also introduce the following regularity conditions on O and on the functions IV,, n=0, 1. Note that the condition (3.1.3) below makes regular in the sense introduced in 4.3 in [6] .
If S(x)/, x>x 0, let Zs denote the function In the theorems below I impose a condition of the type 0 ER [v] , where v is a function determined by the class d0(V; W0) or ,~I(V; Wo, WO respectively. This condition can always be replaced by 0 C R [bv] for some constant b > 1 and the same result will hold true but for the fact that the constants will depend also on b.
For the sake of simplicity I use the following Tauberian condition. Let, for some positive constant K,
This condition may be weakened in the following way. If the result of the theorem is 9 (x)=O(a(x)), x~oo, then (3.1.4) may be replaced by
and the same result will be valid.
The function 1/F analytic in a strip above the real axis
Three theorems will be proved in which the domain D r is a strip, i.e. y=constant.
Introduce the functiohs to and t in the following way. This follows by applying Ganelius' method with the auxiliary function e -~, used by him, replaced by exp (-e'X-e -'~) where 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Tm X-~ log log Wo ( X) < ~ < 2---? " X~oo
Proceeding to the proof of the theorems I shall first introduce some notations. These are the same as the ones used in [6] 
he(x) = ~--ff-, x >= O.
For the conditions on (P,) the reader is referred to 2.1 in [6] . For the present purpose it suffices to know that the sequences P,=n! ~-", n=0, 1, 2 .... and Po=I,P,= = (n-1)! 71-", n= 1, 2, ..., satisfy these conditions. Note that these sequences are also regular in the sense introduced in 4.3 in [6] . 
Definition. g~l((P,), (S,), S) if for every
Ilgl[1 <= S(X).
g~((P,), (S,), S) denotes the class of functions g satisfying the above conditions but for the fact that k is Fourier transform in the L~-sense of K and (3.2.21) is replaced by
Ilgll~ <= S(X).
The condition (3.2.19) thus replaces the definition S= 1/SoS~ used in [6] . It is easy to see that the theorems in [6] hold true also for functions S satisfying (3.2.19) if z and M~ and ~2 are defined as above.
If S= I/S~ I use the same notation as in [6] . Thus, for k = 1, 2, let
~k ((Pn), (Sn)) = ~k((Pn), (Sn), r
When all the functions S, equal S, I write, for k=l, 2, &k((P,), S (X)=2Wo(2X) . By applying the lemma in 2.2 we find that the assumption 1/PEdo(y; Wo) implies that 1/ffE~2((P,), S). The function S is regular in the sense introduced in 4.3 in [6] according to the regularity conditions imposed on Wo, and the sequence (Pn) satisfies (3.2.22) log(Pn+l/P,) = o(n), n ~ co.
The assumption I/rEdo(7; Wo) further yields that 1/f is continuous on R and hence P cannot vanish on R. Thus the conditions of Theorem 3 in [6] , modified according to the remark in 4.4 in [6] , are satisfied. By applying this theorem we get 1.3) . From the lemma in Section2 and the assumption l/fEd~(y; W0, W0 it follows that i/fiE E&I((P,), (S,), S). Furthermore, Sx<-S and S is regular in the sense introduced in 4.3 in [6] according to the regularity conditions imposed on W o and 1411. Thus, the conditions of Theorem 3 in [6] are satisfied. By applying this theorem we obtain (3.2.23). Since z-<-5xt this proves (3.2.7).
Proof of Theorem 3. Let Po=l, P,=(n-1)! ~-n, n=l, 2, .... Then (3. 
. and S(X)=5W(5X).
Then ]/S~<S and So(X)<=XSI(X), X>-X1. The assumption (3.2.9) implies that WI(X)=o(W(X)), X~o, and therefore gl(X)<=S(X), X>=X2. From the lemma in Section2.2 and the assumption 1/fE~r Wo, W0 it follows that l/rE E N~((P,), (S,), S). Since z = 5t the assumption (3.2.9) yields By taking into account the improvements obtained in Lemma 3 in [6] and hence in Theorem 4 in [6] by using the inequality (3.2.25) the result (3.2.23) follows. Since z=5t this proves Theorem 3.
1//~ analytic in a domain above the real axis which tapers off at infinity
Let us now consider the case when I/P is analytic in a domain D~ of the type (2.1.1) and y(~)~0, ~.
Proceeding as in 5.4 in [6] we introduce an auxiliary sequence (3'/,) o such that the sequence P,=n! Mn, n=0, 1, 2 .... satisfies the conditions introduced in 2.1 in [6] and is regular in the sense introduced in 4.3 in [6] . To illustrate the method we shall prove the following theorem in which W o is chosen as the exponential function. The result of the theorem is best possible in the sense that (3.3.9) cannot be replaced by q~(x)=O(6(x)/log(l/Q(x)), x--,oo, for any function 6 such that 6(x)-+0, x-+ oo. This follows from Ganelius' theorem in the same way as the corresponding result for Theorem 1 since Wo(X)=exp (fiX) satisfies (3.2.11), (3.2.14) and (3.2.15). Let us now suppose that g=l/FEdl(7; Wo, 1410 and 7(~)~0, ~.
In some cases when Vgl(X)/Wo(X) tends to zero in an appropriate way as t'-* ~, and ~(~)
does not tend to zero too fast as ~ ~ ~, we may obtain sharp results even when W 0 is a polynomial and thus (3.3.7) cannot be satisfied. Let us suppose that (M~) may be chosen so that, for some 2 ~ 1
If X is large enough and f=fx denotes the function introduced in the lemma in (x)') , x~o for some ~, 0<~-<1, and from the above theorem it follows that it is impossible to obtain the estimate (3.3.14) for oER[e ~] for any x>0 if the conditions for lift are imposed only in a domain D r which tapers off at infinity.
The method described above will be used to prove Theorem 5 below. The L2-conditions for 1/F and its derivative are now replaced by an O-condition in order to include the case when the assumption (3.3.15) holds true with 0<a<=l/2. If a > 1/'2 then the assumption (3.3.15) may be replaced by the corresponding L2-condition and if 0<a~_ 1/2 it may be replaced by a corresponding L~-condition, 0<s< < 1/(l--a).
The result of the theorem is best possible in the sense that (3.3.16) cannot be replaced by 9 (x) = 0(6 (x) ~ (x)l/(a+~)), X-~ ~, for any function 6 such that 6 (x) ~0, x~ ~. This follows from Ganelius' theorem in the same way as the corresponding result for Theorem 2. The case 0<a<_ -1/'2 is treated similarly by using LS-estimates instead of L2-estimates and by the aid of the remarks to the lemma in Section 2 and to Lemma 1 in 2.2 in [6] . The details are omitted.
In Section 5 of the paper [6] some examples were given under the assumption that 1/ff is analytic in a domain including the real axis. Corresponding results when 1/F is analytic in a domain D r of the type (2.1.1) were stated without proof. These results now either follow directly from the above theorems or are easily proved by using the same methods.
